Books for Babies
Arnold, Marsha Diane. Baby
Animals Take a Bath. Darling
drawings show animals and all of the
different ways they bathe.

Arrhenius, Ingela. Where’s the
Giraffe? Lift soft flannel flaps to find
the animals in the jungle.

Blackstone, Stella. Baby’s First
Words. Identify familiar items as a
family spends the day together.

Capucilli, Alyssa. Good Night, My
Darling Baby. Both mama and papa
animals are involved in singing to their
little ones.

Craig, Lindsey. Dancing Feet. A
bouncy, rhyming text will have you and
baby boogying along as you read
together!

Dodd, Emma. Sweet Dreams,
Baby. Soft, cozy pictures and a gentle
rhyming text lull your sweet pea to
sleep.

Light, Steve. Black Bird Yellow
Sun. A black bird lands on many
colorful things in this beautiful, highcontrast book.

Long, Ethan. Good Night. This bedtime book of animal sounds will have
you and baby acting out the action!

Making Faces. Filled
with appealing photos, this book
introduces emotions by asking baby
to mimic faces.

My First Book of Animal Hugs
and Kisses. Beautiful pictures
introduce baby to the many ways
animals communicate.

Nichols, Lydia. I Thought I Saw a
Lion! Baby moves the sliding panels
to find the lion hiding in different
scenes.

Patricelli, Leslie. Blankie. This little
guy spends every waking minute with
his wonderful, super Blankie!

Pierce, Terry. Mama
Loves You So! Are there any
boundaries to how much a mother
loves her child? No!

Florian, Douglas. Bears Are Big.

Vibrant drawings identify the
differences and similarities between
various animals. Also by this author:
Flamingos Fly!

Hello, Ocean Friends. Featuring
black-and-white illustrations, this book
introduces baby to the wonderful
creatures underwater.

Heo, Yumi. Red Light, Green
Light. In this interactive book, you
and baby can follow the road with
your fingers, make the vehicle
sounds, and lift the sign flaps to learn
even more!

Horacek, Petr. Beep Beep. Make
car noises, feel the edges of the
book, and open windows as you
travel in a bright yellow car to
Grandma’s house.

Jocelyn, Marthe. One Red
Button. Look and find a red button
as it rolls into each picture in the
book. Also by this author:
One Piece of String!

Puck. Babies around the World.
Learn greetings in different languages
as you travel the globe and say “hello”
to little ones.

Ryan, Jo. Animal Opposites.
Colorful thumbprint animals illustrate
this concept from big to little, tall to
small, and fast to slow.

Schaefer, Carole. Ciao, Baby!
Ready for a Ride. On the way to
Nonna’s house, it’s beep, beep on the
bus; choo, choo on the train; and more!

Sirett, Dawn. Baby’s First Baby
Animals. Identify many common
animals in this brightly colored book.

Strasser, Susanne. So Light, So
Heavy. How many animals will it take
to move Elephant on the teeter-totter?
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